George Hulbert – The Clarity Business
Working in the high-speed world of communications and public relations, George Hulbert
and his team at The Clarity Business have to operate at the same speed as the media: fast.
So when George approached Bloody Computers, he wanted to find an IT provider that
could operate just as quickly as his business - as well as being reliable.
To start things off, Bloody Computers provided the Clarity team with all their hardware,
setting up their network, upgrading their laptops and installing solid state drives so they
could work at a much faster speed.
“Besides laying down the initial structure we need for our business to operate efficiently,
Bloody Computers has resolved numerous set-up issues that have occurred along the way mainly caused by me not doing things right beforehand,” says George.
Ready to deliver powerful solutions
George was looking for a reliable and prompt IT
support at his beck and call, and Bloody Computers did
not fail to disappoint.
“With Bloody Computers as my IT provider, I feel as
though I have the fourth emergency service at my
side. They are ready with a great solution at a
moment’s notice – which is a really powerful thing.”
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“I know that I can continue to grow my business, safe
in the knowledge that I have a partner who genuinely wants to provide the best possible
platforms for our growth and operation.”
Fast and friendly does the trick
“If you call Billy up with a problem, he will make it his mission to solve it, even if it means
coming in on the weekend!” says George. “One time Billy brought my phone back from the
dead, which was a major drama from my perspective. He’s also rescued me from many,
many password lockouts.”
“Bloody Computers is the most responsive service provider I’ve ever had. Billy in particular
is always coming up with useful new ways to make my working life simpler and more
effective. He’s always remarkably friendly and his open way of doing things means it’s
always a pleasure.”
“Bloody Computers makes sure our IT is absolutely fit for purpose right now, and they’re
always planning ahead for our future. I couldn’t recommend Bloody Computers more
highly.”

